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Many English adjectives can be converted into Spanish simply by changing the word ending. 
Almost all Spanish adjectives are either masculine (ending in o) or feminine (ending in a). An adjec-
tive’s gender is usually dictated by the gender of the noun to which it refers.

English adjectives ending with -al are very 
often identical in Spanish. 

Many English adjectives ending with -ble 
are very often identical in Spanish.

-al = -al -ble = -ble

English           Spanish English           Spanish 

final    →    final horrible    →    horrible

local    →    local notable    →    notable

natural    →    natural probable    →    probable

normal    →    normal terrible    →    terrible

usual    →    usual

Many English adjectives ending with -ic can 
be converted into Spanish adjectives by add-
ing -o to the end of the word. 

Many English adjectives ending with -nt can 
be converted into Spanish adjectives by add-
ing -e to the end of the word. 

-ic = -ico -nt = -nte 

English          Spanish English          Spanish 

artistic    →    artístico convenient    →    conveniente

automatic    →    automático ignorant    →    ignorante

electric    →    eléctrico important    →    importante

fantastic    →    fantástico permanent    →    permanente

romantic    →    romántico

English and Spanish Cognates: Adjectives
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Many English adjectives ending with -ive can 
be converted into Spanish adjectives by chang-
ing -e at the end of the word to -o.

Many English adjectives ending with -ous can 
be converted into Spanish nouns by changing 
-ous at the end of the word to -oso.

-ive = -ivo -ous = -oso 

English           Spanish English           Spanish 

active    →    activo curious    →    curioso

creative    →    creativo delicious    →    delicioso

definitive    →    definitivo famous    →    famoso

negative    →    negativo generous    →    generoso

positive    →    positivo glorious    →    glorioso

Many English adjectives ending with -ile can 
be converted into Spanish adjectives by re-
moving -e at the end of the word.

Many English adjectives ending with -ary 
can be converted into Spanish adjectives by 
changing -y at the end of the word to -io.

-ile = -il -ary = -ario

English          Spanish English           Spanish

fertile    →    fértil legendary    →    legendario

fragile    →    frágil literary    →    literario

hostile    →    hostil ordinary    →    ordinario

juvenile    →    juvenil secondary    →    secondario

voluntary    →    voluntario

English and Spanish Cognates: Adjectives (continued)

Many English adjectives ending with -id can be converted into Spanish adjectives by adding -o to 
the end of the word.

-id = -ido -id = -ido 

English         Spanish English         Spanish 

intrepid    →    intrépido splendid    →    espléndido

rapid    →    rápido valid    →    válido

solid    →    sólido
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